
From: Greg Capra <greg@gregcapra.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, February 1, 2022 7:47 AM 
To: smorris@sibfl.net; edion@ngnlaw.com; Mauricio Betancur <MBetancur@sibfl.net> 
Cc: Greg Capra <greg@gregcapra.com> 
Subject: Letter to City Attorney - Goldman Letter 
Importance: High 

 Email to: 

 February 1, 2022 

 Stan Morris, Ed Dion, Mauricio 

 RE: Accusations of Anti Semitism 

 I am bringing to your attention the attached email sent by Mayor Goldman to the voters of Sunny Isles Beach and 
request that it be included into the public record. 

Mayor Goldman has accused my wife and me of anti-semitic behavior. She claims that for years we have tormented 
her family with slurs as well as our Jewish neighbors and a local rabbi. 

She provides no evidence of her accusations. 

Since Mayor Goldman did not name which Rabbi she is referring to, every single one of them have been 
contacted. None of the Rabbis stated that my wife or I are antisemitic or have targeted them or anyone 
Jewish. You can follow up with them to verify this if you choose. 

Mayor Goldman chose to highlight court records and police reports but fails to mention her role that caused many of 
the police reports that have been filed. E.G., Goldman Suing her Neighbors, Goldman Peeping Tom, Gates SM 
Threats. 

Further, it is clear that this highly emotional email is personal, vindictive, and of her own opinion. That is evident by 
her mentioning my past “failed run for city commissioner” along with an endorsement of her candidates of choice. 
She describes my opponent as “deeply entwined in the fabric of our city’s civic life.” None of that has anything to do 
with accusations of anti-semitism. 

In reality, her email is an endorsement letter of her chosen candidates under the guise of attacking me with heinous 
accusations. She deliberately orchestrated this because of a run off election on February 8, 2022, one week from 
today. 

The Mayor's current situation using her title of Mayor in an official letter to campaign against me with hateful lies 
and to promote her candidates is a serious issue; it is a violation of Florida Statute 104.271, with no disclaimer 
106.1437. 

Given the lack of proof and statements from our local Rabbis, I find her behavior outrageous and unprofessional. She 
used her position of Mayor not only to libel me during a political campaign but to support her candidates to sway the 
election. 

Her behavior is egregious and will not be ignored. 

Very truly yours, 

Greg Capra 
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